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Settling the Score
By Mark Litwak

W

hen it comes time to place
music on a soundtrack, the
television producer or ﬁlmmaker has a choice: One can
either obtain the right to use
pre-existing music (e.g. a popular song), or
commission an original musical score (i.e.
hire a composer to create something new
speciﬁcally for the movie). Of course, the
ﬁlmmaker could combine aspects of both:
Buy some songs and hire a composer to
create some new music.

Another way for a ﬁlmmaker to reduce
music acquisition costs is to use music that
is in the public domain. One must make
sure that all rights are in the public domain.
Let’s say a low-budget ﬁlmmaker decides
to put Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony on his
soundtrack. He goes to the record store and
buys the Boston Symphony Pops recording
of Beethoven’s Fifth. While the composition is in the public domain, this particular
recording may not be. The ﬁlmmaker is
free to use Beethoven’s composition, but he
will have to ﬁnd a recording in the public
domain, or hire musicians and make his
own recording.

Purchasing Pre-Existing Music
Music is a work of authorship protected
under copyright law. Determining ownership in music can be complex since several
people may share the copyright to a single
piece of music. For example, the composer
may own the copyright to the composition, the lyricist may own the copyright to
the lyrics, the musicians may own the
copyright to their performances and the
record label may own the copyright to
the recording. Moreover, rights may have
been transferred from one party to another.
Songwriters often enter into agreements
with music publishers that vest ownership
of their songs in the publisher. So a ﬁlmmaker must determine which parties have
ownership interests in each song and then
license the appropriate rights.
Low-budget ﬁlmmakers often run out of
money by the time they reach post-production. One way to economize is by using
songs by unknown songwriters who are
available for little or no money. Fledgling
songwriters often want to gain visibility and
stature by having their music in a movie.
The ﬁlmmaker should keep in mind that a
song performed in a movie that is broadcast
can generate signiﬁcant royalties for the
songwriter (through performing rights
organizations like the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers and
Broadcast Music Inc.). Thus, songwriters
have a ﬁnancial incentive to have their
music on a soundtrack even if they are not
directly compensated by the ﬁlmmaker.

Filmmakers need to
proceed carefully in
hiring composers,
lyricists, musicians and
songwriters to ensure
that all necessary rights
have been secured
to use the music as a
motion picture score.
To produce a new recording, a producer
will have to strike a deal with a recording
studio, musicians and/or vocalists. the
American Federation of Musicians, AFTRA
and SAG collective bargaining agreements
will apply to ﬁlms made by Guild signatories. A star artist may receive $20,000 or
more as a fee, as well as royalties based on
the retail price of the soundtrack album. If
the artist is exclusive to a record label, the
label’s permission will be needed.
If a ﬁlmmaker wants to place recorded
pre-existing music that is not in the public
domain on a soundtrack, a master use
license will be sought from the record company that owns the recording. Fees range

from several hundred dollars for use of a
short excerpt to tens of thousands of dollars for the work of a superstar. The artist
may have approval rights over licensing his
music to another, in which case the artist’s
permission must also be obtained. Re-use
payments to musicians and performers will
be required if the recording was made by
union members.
Commissioning an Original Score
Filmmakers need to proceed carefully
in hiring composers, lyricists, musicians
and songwriters to ensure that all necessary rights have been secured to use the
music as a motion picture score. If a ﬁlmmaker does not secure these rights, a third
party whose copyrightable work has been
infringed could stop distribution of a motion picture. For example, if a ﬁlmmaker
employs a songwriter to create a song,
and, unknown to the ﬁlmmaker, the songwriter incorporates another copyrightable
work, such as lyrics, and a license to use
those lyrics was not obtained, the lyricist
could obtain an injunction preventing
distribution of the ﬁlm until the offending
lyrics are removed. Consequently, when
a ﬁlmmaker contracts with a composer
or songwriter for music, he or she must
make sure that the composer/songwriter
is not using any underlying work that the
composer/songwriter doesn’t have the
right to use. Likewise, the ﬁlmmaker needs
to determine if the songwriter is operating
under a publishing or recording agreement
that might vest ownership rights in a music
publisher or record company. Under most
exclusive songwriter agreements, the
music publisher will own or co-own rights

to musical compositions written during the
term of the agreement.
A composer is typically employed to
write, arrange and orchestrate the theme
music and dramatic underscoring in a
motion picture, and to either conduct
musicians in a recording session or create
music on a synthesizer. A songwriter might
be employed to write one or more original
songs for a ﬁlm. If either a composer or
songwriter uses the services of lyricists or
musicians, the composer/songwriter must
have a written agreement signed by the
lyricists/musicians vesting ownership of
their work in the ﬁlmmaker.
The agreement between the parties will
determine whether the music is created as
a work-for-hire or whether the composer/
songwriter will be the copyright owner
of the work. Typically, the ﬁlmmaker will
want the work to be a work-for-hire so that
the ﬁlm maker will own the copyright to
the music. An alternative could be joint
ownership of a musical score, a so-called
participation agreement. Keep in mind
that record company permission may also
be needed if the ﬁlmmaker uses an artist
under contract.
Under a “made-for-hire” agreement, the
employer owns the copyright. The composer will be entitled to a fee for his work
and royalties from non-movie uses of his
music. A top songwriter may demand to
share the copyright under a co-publishing
agreement. The expenses of recording the
soundtrack are borne by the producer.
For low-budget movies a composer may
wear several hats. He may write, arrange,
orchestrate, conduct and perform the music. A composer may even agree to produce
and deliver a ﬁnished master recording at

his own expense. Some producers minimize costs by using non-union musicians or
electronic synthesizers.
When a popular artist is commissioned
to provide a song, a ﬁlmmaker will pay a
creative fee for his services. The deal can
be structured by providing the artist with
a fund that includes payment for all writing
and recording expenses. Thus the artist is
paid a ﬂat fee and is responsible for delivering the song and master and paying all
recording expenses. Such a deal limits the
ﬁlm maker’s liability for recording costs,
and can provide greater compensation to
the artist if expenses can be minimized.
Complications arise with popular songwriters because many have entered into
agreements granting a publisher the exclusive right to the songwriter’s services.
Both the publisher and a studio/distributor,
which may have its own music publishing
arm, may want copyright ownership and
management of a song written for a movie.
The parties will need to reach an agreement, unless the artist has already fulﬁlled
his songwriting contract.
Similarly, an artist may be exclusive to
a record label for recordings for a number
of albums. The recording company may
demand a royalty from the ﬁlmmaker or
studio in return for granting permission to
use the artist on the soundtrack. Often the
label and the artist share royalties.
Mark Litwak is a veteran entertainment attorney with offices in Beverly Hills. He is the
author of six books, including “Dealmaking
in the Film and Television Industry,” “Contracts for the Film and Television Industry”
and “Risky Business, Financing and Distributing Independent Films.”

An Advertising Face-Off: Images and the Right of Publicity
By Guylyn Cummins

T

he California Supreme
Court will hear oral argument on June 3 in an important “right of publicity”
case, Christoff v. Nestle USA
Inc. Issues include whether the
single publication rule applicable
to mass communication-based torts
applies to right of publicity claims;
whether use of another’s likeness
on a product label is a “publication”
for purposes of the rule; whether its
continuing use on product labels
and in various product advertisements constitutes a “republication”
for each use giving rise to new
causes of action and whether the
discovery rule applies to right of
publicity claims.
In its early form, the right of
publicity meant “a man has a right
in the publicity value of his photograph.” Today, the right has evolved
into the inherent right of every
individual to control commercial
use of his or her identity. The right
accrues to celebrities and common
people alike, and is valuable both to
keep one’s identity from being commercially exploited and to control
and be compensated for approved
commercial exploitations.
At common law, the right
protected unauthorized uses of
identity, name or likeness. Today,
through state statutes, the right
protects more broadly against
commercial uses of name, image,
likeness, and other unequivocal
aspects of identity, such as signature, voice and “personality.”
California affords both common
law and statutory (California Civil
Code Section 3344) rights of action. California’s statutory claim
redresses the “knowing” use of
another’s “name, voice, signature,
photograph, or likeness” “on or in
products, merchandise, or goods”
or for the purposes of advertising,
selling or soliciting them.
The right protected is always the
identity or persona of the person,
not the particular photograph,
graphic or sculpture in which
it is depicted. While “misappropriation” of someone’s identity was
historically viewed as a violation of
privacy, it is now more often viewed
as a “property right” that protects
economic interests.
The Christoff case involved Nestle’s use of model Russell Christoff’s

image on its Taster’s Choice coffee
label without his consent or any
remuneration. Christoff was photographed by Nestle Canada in the
1980s, gazing at a cup of coffee “as
if he enjoyed the aroma.” He was
paid $250 for his time and received
a contract that required payment for
future uses of his image.

Today, the right
[of publicity] has
evolved into the
inherent right of
every individual to
control commercial
use of his or her
identity.
Eleven years later, Nestle used
Christoff’s image on its redesigned
coffee label without his consent.
When Christoff discovered the ad
campaign, he sued for violation of
his statutory and common law rights
of publicity. The case was tried by a
jury, which concluded Nestle knowingly used Christoff’s “likeness” for
a commercial purpose without his
consent, Christoff did not know and
should not have known or reasonably suspected his photograph was
being used at a time earlier than
his actual discovery long after the
ad campaign had begun, Christoff
suffered $330,000 in actual damages and was further entitled to $15
million of Nestle’s $531,018,000 in
proﬁts, which Christoff’s expert attributed to the Taster’s Choice icon
— an attractive person “gazing” at
a cup of coffee — as opposed to the
other attractive marketing features
of the product, e.g., the coffee logo,
red colored label, etc. Notably,
trial evidence showed Nestle paid
another model $150,000 for the use
of his image for 10 years, an amount
said to be on the low side of fees for
similar services.
Nestle appealed. In reversing the
jury verdict, the Court of Appeal began by saying, “No social purpose is
served by having the defendant get
some free aspect of the plaintiff that
would have market value and for

which he would normally pay.”
The court then turned to whether
the single-publication rule applies
to right of publicity claims. The rule
creates a legal ﬁction to deem one
issue of a publication a single publication for tort purposes, regardless
of whether the issue consists of one
copy or a million copies. The rule
precludes an overwhelming number
of lawsuits that could be brought in
multiple jurisdictions based on the
mass distribution, and starts the
statute of limitations on the date of
publication, rather than the date of
“discovery” of the wrong.
California’s
single-publication
rule provides: “No person shall
have more than one cause of action
for damages for libel or slander or
invasion of privacy or any other tort
founded upon any single publication
or exhibition or utterance, such as
any one issue of a newspaper or
book or magazine or any one presentation to any audience or any
one broadcast over radio or television or any one exhibition of a motion picture. Recovery in any action
shall include all damages for any
such tort suffered by the plaintiff in
all jurisdictions.”
The single-publication rule has
been applied to many types of lawsuits, including civil rights, fraud
and deceit and personal injury actions. It has been interpreted to apply not to speciﬁc torts, but rather
to the manner in which the tort is
executed, i.e., where the wrong
arises out of a mass communication. The discovery rule may still
be applied if the wrongful conduct
has been “hidden” from public view,
as opposed to being used in a public
manner.
The Christoff court held the
single-publication rule applies
to right of publicity claims, ﬁnding that otherwise “the litigation
would have become unwieldy and
potentially endless with every coffee can, print, television and electronic advertisement generating a
separate cause of action.” Yet, while
Nestle’s advertising campaign was
not “hidden,” the court remanded
this issue as the record failed to
show how large the initial distribution of Christoff’s likeness was, and
whether a reasonable person in his
position had a meaningful ability to
discover the violation earlier.
Christoff also argued Nestle
“republished” the label for each

use on different ﬂavors of coffee,
labels showing different amounts
of Christoff’s face, coffee distributed in foreign countries, etc. The
single-publication rule does not
apply to a “republication,” such as
a different edition of a newspaper, a
rebroadcast of a television show or a
softcover publication of a hardcover
book. While advertising cases are
sparse, courts look to whether
use of a photographic likeness on
brochures, signs, billboards, calendars and the like constitutes part
of the same marketing campaign
or part of incremental publications
designed to appeal to different audiences. The verdict was remanded
on this issue as well.

T

he court also applied the
two-year statute of limitations that protects property
rights (California Code of
Civil Procedure Section
339), rather than the one-year
statute of limitations that applies
to privacy torts (Code of Civil
Procedure Section 340), to right
of publicity claims in keeping with
the modern notion that the right
of publicity protects an economic

property interest.
The court also addressed the $15
million proﬁts award. Section 3344
allows recovery of proﬁts “from the
unauthorized use” that is attribut-

The singlepublication rule
has been applied
to many types of
lawsuits, including
civil rights, fraud
and deceit and
personal injury
actions.
able to the use and is “not taken into
account in computing actual damages.” Christoff’s expert, a marketing professor, testiﬁed the “taster”
on the Taster’s Choice label is a

“visual cue that becomes a … link
back to the product, a way to further
identify the product” and effect the
sale. He attributed 5 to 15 percent to
the Taster’s icon. The jury awarded
10 percent of the sales or $15 million
of Nestle’s proﬁts to Christoff, who
was the Taster’s icon for the labels
at issue.
The Court of Appeal remanded
this issue for a determination of
whether the icon of a image with a
handsome man generated the sales,
or whether Christoff’s distinctive
identity attracted and evoked the
desired response in consumers,
as the right of publicity protects
only the commercial value of an
individual’s identity. Because
Christoff provided no evidence
that his speciﬁc characteristics created a value in the icon, and since
his “identity” or “persona” is the
“crux” of a right of publicity claim
and the basis for disgorgement of
wrongfully acquired proﬁts, such
evidence was required.
Guylyn Cummins is a partner in the
entertainment, media and technology practice group in Sheppard Mullin’s San Diego/downtown office.

